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Congratulations!

Important
informatio
n–
please kee
p!

Smoke alarms of the type Ei6500-OMS have been installed in your apartment for your
personal safety. In this way, your landlord fulfils their legal obligation to install the
alarms and at the same time, actively contributes to your safety. This information provides you with important details regarding the devices. Please keep it in a safe place.

YOUR ADVANTAGES
§ Reliable protection
The smoke alarm warns of smoke emissions. This is particularly essential at
night, as your sense of smell is switched off while you sleep.
§ Convenient remote testing
The Ei6500-OMS is a smoke alarm for complete remote inspection. This means
that all function-relevant alarm information can be read out remotely via the integrated radio interface. It is therefore not necessary to enter the apartment for
inspection purposes.
§ Unobtrusive design
In normal operation, there are no active visible or audible indicators that could
disturb you. The smoke alarm is therefore particularly suitable for installation
in bedrooms and children’s rooms. However, once a month you can hear a
clicking noise from your smoke alarm. This is a planned test mechanism.

An overview of the
Ei6500-OMS smoke alarm
1. Large function button
You can press the large function button lightly with
a rod or a long tool to test the smoke alarm’s function or
to mute a false alarm.
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2. Smoke intake openings
Fire smoke reaches the smoke sensing chamber
through the openings. There must therefore be no
3
objects within a radius of 50 cm that hinder the entry
1
of smoke into the alarm. Exceptions are installations,
walls, etc. that already existed on installation. Please do
not cover the smoke intake openings and do not mask
them, as this impairs the functional capability of your
smoke alarm and under certain circumstances prevents alerting on time in an emergency.
Deliberate impairment of the function can lead to the deployment of a service technician, for which
you will be charged.
3. Function indicator
The smoke alarm indicator flashes in case of an alarm, a functionally relevant fault or obstruction
of the smoke intake. In normal operation it does not emit any flashing signals.
TIP:
We recommend that you test the smoke alarm yourself regularly, to familiarise yourself
and your family with the alarm sound. To do so, simply keep the function button pressed.

What your smoke
alarm’s signals mean
Signal

Meaning

–

Normal operation
The alarm does not emit any visible or audible signals in normal operation.

1x flashing/alarm sound
that gradually gets louder

Function test
The signal is output as long as the function button is pressed.

1x flashing/alarm sound

Alarm
The signal is output until there is no longer any smoke in the smoke
sensing chamber of the alarm. Alternatively, the alarm can be muted
for 10 minutes by pressing the function button.

5x flashing

Obstacle within 50-cm radius of the alarm
The alarm has detected an obstacle within a 50-cm radius.
Remove the obstacle. If the obstacle cannot be removed, you can
switch off the LED signal by pressing the function button.

5x flashing/5x beeping

Alarm completely covered
The alarm is completely covered. Remove the cover to restore the
functional capability.

2x flashing/2x beeping

Sensor fault
The alarm is defective, the device must be replaced. Please contact
our service hotline* without delay. The acoustic signal can be muted for
12 hours by pressing the function button.

1x flashing/1x beeping

Low battery level
The battery voltage is low, the device must be replaced.
Please contact our service hotline* without delay. The acoustic signal
can be muted for 12 hours by pressing the function button.

2x flashing

Sounder error
The detector/alarm is defective, the device must be replaced. Please
contact our service hotline* without delay.
*Around the clock on +49 201 50744497

INFORMATION ON THE REMOTE INSPECTION
Smoke alarms must function faultlessly so that they trigger an alarm reliably in an
emergency. We therefore check the following functions of your devices from afar
once a year:
n Check of the surroundings (50 cm)
n Power supply
n Installed condition
n Smoke sensors
n Dirt in the smoke chamber
n Warning signal
n Smoke entry
If you determine a fault (identifiable by the signals of the smoke alarm) and you are
unable to correct it yourself, please inform our service hotline on +49 201 50744497 or
your property management firm without delay. Please inform them what the signal is
so that the defect can be identified as quickly as possible. Please note that all faults are
recorded and are sent to your property management firm after the annual remote test.
Please do not delay – it is for your own safety!

Your questions, our answers
What do I do with the smoke alarm if I renovate my apartment?
In case of renovations that produce dust and dirts, please unscrew the smoke alarm from the
mounting plate and keep it dust and dirt free for the period of the renovation. Replace it in the
same mounting position immediately after completing the work.
What do I do with the smoke alarms if I modify my apartment or the use of individual
rooms changes?
In case of structural changes to individual rooms and/or changes in use, this means, if you want to use
rooms without a smoke alarm as bedrooms in the future, please inform your property management
company or our service hotline without delay.
What do I do in case of a false alarm?
Firstly, always check that it is indeed a false alarm that can be triggered, for example, by dense
cooking fumes. If this is clarified, press the function button lightly to disable the alarm for 10 minutes
(“alarm acknowledgement”).
Does use of radio smoke alarms produce electric smog?
As with other radio applications (radio phones, home networks, remote controlled toys), a corresponding radio field is created on setting up communication between smoke alarms and receivers.
However, as the communication is not permanent and the transmission power is very limited,
only a very small amount of electric smog is produced. This is significantly lower with quality
products than the electric smog that is produced, for example, by use of mobile phones
and is thus negligible.

Can I be monitored via the smoke alarms?
ista smoke alarms respond solely to smoke. There are additional safety-related sensors for the
soiling of the smoke sensing chamber, clogging detection and the battery voltage. An ultrasonic
sensor in the smoke alarm tests weekly, whether there are obstacles within a 50 cm radius around
the smoke alarm, which could prevent smoke intake, and whether the device is still attached to the
ceiling. The function indicator also signals smoke alarm status information by flashing. The smoke
alarm does not contain any movement sensors, a camera or microphone. The device is for your
own safety.

Do you have any questions?
We are available around the clock, to answer all your questions about smoke alarms,
on our service hotline: +49 (0) 201 50744497
Your property No.*:

–

–

* If you phone our service hotline, please have ready your
property number and the serial number of the device
concerned. The serial number is on the outer edge of
the device. The fitter will inform you of the number
when they install the smoke detector.

/

Smoke alarms for complete
remote inspection
Performance characteristics of the Ei6500-OMS
Tested to EN 14604
(KRIWAN Certificate No. 1772-CPR-181135)
n Use in acc. with DIN 14676-1 – Type C
Inspection method C and DIN SPEC 91388
(KRIWAN Certificate No. 1772-FIRWM-181135)
n Extended testing to vfdb 14-01/Q-Label
n Battery life of 10 years
n Gradually increasing test volume
n Dirt compensation
n Radio frequency 868.95 MHz with a transmission
power of 12.5 mW max.

What the
fire service needs
to know

n

Ei6500-OMS test equipment
Smoke detection
n Regular automatic self-tests
n Warning system in case of obstacles
n Dismantling detection
n Check of the smoke intake openings
n Check of the power supply
n and much more

To help you as quickly as possible in an
emergency, the control centre needs you to
give them the following information:
Who is calling?
Name, address, phone number in case
of questions about the emergency call

What should you
do if there's a fire?

n

CALL 112!
In case of fire, every second counts.
Therefore, get yourself and your
fellow occupants to safety and
then phone the emergency services
number without delay!

Where is the fire?
Town/City, street and house number
What is burning?
Apartment, commercial building, vehicle
What is the situation?
People in danger?
Number of injured persons
Further information necessary?
Wait for possible questions of
the control centre employee

Fire in your apartment

Fire in the staircase

In case of fire, every second counts. Good, if your smoke alarm draws your
attention to the dangerous situation early on and you have the opportunity to
leave your apartment in good time.

If the escape route is already blocked by flames, keep calm and do not run into
the staircase.

Leave the room or
apartment
without delay.

Only take your mobile
phone and key
with you.

Close the room or
apartment door
behind you.

Never use a lift.
Escape by the
staircase!

Stay in your apartment.
Never escape via a
smoke-filled staircase!

Close the apartment
door immediately.

Phone the fire service
using the emergency
services call number
112!

Seal the apartment
door from inside with
damp hand towels.

FURTHER INFORMATION
Phone the fire service
from outside using the
emergency services call
number 112!

Warn your neighbours.

Wait for the fire service!
It will rescue you.

Contact your local fire service if you need further tips on
what to do in case of fire.

Source: https://www.rauchmelder-lebensretter.de/verhalten-im-brandfall/was-tun-wenn-es-brennt
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